Abstract—Software logs are of great value in both industrial and open-source projects. Mobile analytics logging enables developers to collect logs remotely from their apps running on end user devices at the cost of recording and transmitting logs across the Internet to a centralised infrastructure.

This paper makes a first step in characterising logging practices with a widely adopted mobile analytics logging library, namely Firebase Analytics. We provide an empirical evaluation of the use of Firebase Analytics in 57 open-source Android applications by studying the evolution of code-bases to understand: a) the needs-in-common that push practitioners to adopt logging practices on mobile devices, and b) the differences in the ways developers use local and remote logging.

Our results indicate mobile analytics logs are less pervasive and less maintained than traditional logging code. Based on our analysis, we believe logging using mobile analytics is more user centered compared to traditional logging, where the latter is mainly used to record information for debugging purposes.

Index Terms—mobile analytics, mobile software development, logging engineering, software monitoring, empirical software engineering.

I. INTRODUCTION

Logs are valuable and sometimes the only available source of runtime information of software systems [1]. Produced by logging statements, logs play important roles in the daily tasks of developers and other software practitioners [2]. The richness in logs has been widely leveraged in both practice and research to accomplish challenging tasks in both software development and operation, including system comprehension [4], [5], [6], anomaly detection [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], testing [12], [13], and failure diagnosis [14], [15].

One of the challenges of leveraging the information in logs is to collect logs from end users of the software [3]. In particular, developers of applications that run on end users’ devices (e.g. mobile apps) cannot directly retrieve the default logs. To address this challenge, mobile analytics services enable developers to automatically record and transmit logging information using a centralised infrastructure. For example, Firebase provides APIs [16] that developers can use to send runtime information of an application to a cloud-based infrastructure for later analysis.

The unique nature of mobile analytics logging may lead to different logging practices compared to traditional logging that is stored locally. For example, mobile analytics logging may bring extra non-negligible resource overhead to generate and transmit the logs. In addition, the remote storage of information may also bring privacy concerns [17]. Therefore, research into the characteristics of practices of mobile analytics logging is germane to help practitioners and researchers further understand and address the challenges.

We conducted an empirical study on the use of the most widely adopted mobile analytics logging library, Firebase Analytics, in 57 open-source Android projects. We aim to answer two research questions:

RQ1: What are the characteristics of logging practices with mobile analytics?
RQ2: What do developers log with mobile analytics?

In our empirical study, we disclosed several interesting findings. We found logging statements of mobile analytics are less pervasive and less maintained than traditional local logging statements. We also identified four types of information are usually logged: domain/business events, user interface events, failures and/or unexpected situations, and other information. Notably, the majority of log statements record domain/business events. This paper presents our first investigation on the characteristics of mobile analytics logging practices and makes the following contributions:

• Our paper is the first to study the logging practices with mobile analytics.
• The data from our study, such as the custom logging classes we identified, provides a head-start to support further research on logging with mobile analytics.
• We provide a comprehensive reproduction package ([18]).

II. BACKGROUND: MOBILE ANALYTICS

Mobile analytics combines software code that runs on mobile devices, data collection from the mobile device to servers, and processing and subsequent analysis. The data may include device data, app usage data, contextual information, etc. [18]. The analysis is performed by one or more stakeholders, such as the app’s development team, the provider of the analytics, and/or the provider of the platform, e.g. Android and iOS.

Mobile analytics was derived from web analytics and intended to focus on business-oriented metrics and reporting. Over time mobile analytics was also used for other purposes and their APIs evolved to support the collection of additional forms of information, including those mentioned earlier. One
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product in particular, known as Firebase Analytics, evolved and was acquired by several companies in turn as more and more developers chose to incorporate it into their mobile apps. Google now owns it, and Firebase Analytics are incorporated into over 62% of the Android apps in the Google Play store \([19]\). One of the key features from a developer-oriented point of view was the flexible and powerful APIs that enable developers to design and implement custom events and data collection, including log messages \([16]\).

Mobile analytics has similarities to logging where developers write code statements that use a software library to record information while the software runs. However much of the logging developers use is intended for local consumption, for instance on a mobile device connected to their development machine, i.e. *local logging*. Remote logging copies what was written to a local log and sends it to a remote server for further use. There are various libraries available for mobile apps e.g. Timber, however none is very popular \([20]\). Key differences between using logging and analytics include the integral analytical aspects of processing the data.

### III. Case Study

In this section, we present our case study and the results through answering our two research questions.

**Subjects.** Our study is based on analyzing 25,611 Java projects used in prior research of logging utilities practices \([21]\). In particular, all the Java projects are obtained from the GHTorrent \([22]\) MySQL dump (last updated on 2019-06-01). Duplicate (e.g. forks and clones) projects were removed as were inactive projects. In order to identify the projects that use Firebase Analytics, we further filtered the projects by searching keyword “FirebaseAnalytics” in each project’s source code and collected 107 projects. For each of the 107 projects we manually examined whether customised APIs are used by developers for mobile analytics logging. We found 50 of them only collect the default automated metrics generated by Firebase without proactively logging any information. Therefore, our study focuses on the remaining 57 projects where developers intentionally leverage the logging features in Firebase to collect information for their software.

**Identifying logging statements.** Initially we followed the same practice as prior research where logging statements are identified based on the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) and the particular pattern of method invocation of each logging library \([23], [24]\). However, after manually examining the logging statements, we found developers often wrap the Firebase APIs in a custom logging class. In particular, logging using the Firebase API is rather complex where multiple method invocations are often needed to log once. Therefore, developers rarely directly call the Firebase APIs to log. Instead, they create wrapper class that provides utility methods that log using the Firebase API. We manually identified these wrapper classes and their utility methods. These methods were used as keywords to automatically identify the logging statements in their respective project. Specifically, we leveraged srcML to convert source code files to XML files. (Kotlin source files were first renamed from *.kt to *.java which was enough to process them). We then extracted all the invocation calls by using XPath. Then, for each project we used regular expressions to check whether the caller names matched with the corresponding class names we found.

**RQ1:** What are the characteristics of logging practices with mobile analytics?

**Motivation:** Prior research studied characteristics of logging code in open-source server and desktop software \([25], [24]\), and mobile applications \([23]\). However, these studies only focused on local logging code. We conjecture the unique characteristics of mobile analytics logging practices may introduce new challenges and opportunities for researchers and practitioners who design infrastructures for mobile analytics logging. In this RQ, we explore the characteristics of mobile analytics logging as well as how it evolves over time.

**Approach:** For each of the 57 projects, we followed prior studies on logging practices \([25], [24], [23], [26], [27]\) that study the logging practices based on the following metrics:

- **SLOC per logging statement (Code density of logging).** The code density of logging, defined by Yuan *et al* \([25]\), is calculated by \(\text{SLOC/NOL}\). SLOC refers to the number of source code lines and NOL refers to the number of logging lines. This metric measures the density of the mobile analytics logging statement in the projects. We used cloc to count the number of source lines of code.

- **Churn rate of logging code.** This metric is calculated by averaging the LogChurn/NOL of all the commits. LogChurn is calculated by the sum of added, deleted and modified logging statements. It measures the maintenance effort of the mobile analytics logging statements. For each of the projects, we analyzed its entire commit history and identified the added, deleted, and updated files in every commit by querying the GitHub API. For the added and deleted files we applied the same approach in previous step to detect the logging lines in those files. For the updated files we leveraged git diff to identify the added logging lines, deleted logging lines, and updated logging lines and categorised them accordingly.

**Results:** Mobile analytics logging is less pervasive and less maintained than traditional mobile logging. The median SLOC per mobile analytics logging statement is 1,148, while a prior study on FDr oid apps showed the median value of SLOC was 145 per traditional mobile logging statement \([23]\).
We have two hypotheses for the lower density of log statements using mobile analytics: 1) Developers may need to conservatively choose where and what to log in order to avoid impacting the end users’ experiences from the mobile analytics logging (they incur both performance and bandwidth overhead because the logs have to be transmitted over a functional network connection). 2) The latency of deploying apps to end users and the impact on end users of debugging in the field reduces the temptation to use mobile analytics for debugging purposes.

In addition, among all the code commits, only 1.35% (1,331 out of 98,565) contain changes (adding deleting or modifying) to mobile analytics logging statements, while a prior study shows around 10% of the commits containing changes to traditional mobile logging statements [23]. By further examining the data, we find 56% of the changes add, 23.6% delete, and 20.3% modify mobile analytics logging statements. In contrast, the prior study found a much larger amount of the changes to traditional mobile logging statements were to delete existing logging statements that were used for temporary debugging [23]. The different purposes of logging statements using mobile analytics may contribute to the differences of maintenance activities of mobile analytics logging statements (c.f. RQ2).

Figure 1 presents histograms of mobile analytics logging statement density and churn rate of this code among the 57 apps. Although the majority of the apps in the study have both low log density and log churn rate, the long tail of both figures demonstrates some projects extensively use and maintain their mobile analytics logging statements. For example, OpenDocument has only around 4.2K SLOC yet it has 64 mobile analytics logging statements. By manually checking those projects we found developers sometimes log every UI interaction of the app in order to know how the app is being used. The high density may not lead to high churn rate of mobile analytics logging. By calculating the Pearson correlation between the two metrics, we found the two metrics are only weakly correlated ($\rho = -0.15$), which means the volume of mobile analytics logging statements may be independent with how often those logging statements are revised during ongoing development. For example, muzei has 69 mobile analytics logging statements. Only 20 of the 2,664 commits in the project’s 7 year history mention the addition or revision of analytics.

**RQ2: What do developers log in mobile analytics?**

**Motivation:** Here, we study what types of information developers log using mobile analytics. Understanding precisely what is logged may help the mobile community design and build more useful mobile analytics frameworks (for instance relevant APIs) and infrastructures (for instance that optimises timely data delivery and analysis).

**Approach:** We manually analysed a set of 300 randomly selected logging statements (Cl=5, CL=95%) [22]. These are our data points here. Our method was as follows:

**Step 1: Agreement on an initial code book:** We randomly selected 30 logging statements (i.e. 10% of the entire set) from the sample. All the researchers individually analysed the logging statements. The researchers then used the logging statements (and the source code of the project when needed) to assign a single label to each data point. These labels indicate what that statement logs. Once we individually labeled these 30 logging statements we compared our labels one-by-one with the goal of devising an initial shared code book.

**Step 2: Analysis of the entire dataset:** We then randomly divided the 300 logging statements in five batches of 60 logging statements each. Each researcher was assigned to two batches. In other words, every logging statement is reviewed by two researchers. Using the initial code book and shared knowledge, the researchers individually labelled all the data points in the dataset.

**Step 3: Resolving the disagreements:** After the first round, we observed agreements ranging between 66% and 77% among the researchers. Each pair of researchers would then discuss their disagreements, item by item, and reach an agreement. If the two researchers still did not agree a third researcher joined the discussion (which happened solely for two logging statements). During this resolution phase the researchers decided not to label five data points due to lack of clarity on the logging statement.

**Results:** Four distinct types of information are being logged:

- **Domain/business events (51.3%):** The majority of the mobile analytics logging statements are about specific domain or business events that just happened in the app. For example, the edX mobile app logs whether a user downloaded a video in their platform, and the MyWallet app tracks whether the user purchased something again.

- **User interface events (38.7%):** Developers log the interactions users have with their app’s interface, e.g. when someone clicks at a button, selects an item in a menu, or opens a new activity. As examples, the AndroidBible app logs when users click the search button, and the Stepik Android app logs when users visit the launch screen or select a course in the list of courses.

- **Failures and/or unexpected situations (6.3%):** Interestingly, only a small portion of the mobile analytics logging statements focus on failures and unexpected situations, such as network errors, or a failure in a process. For example, OpenDocument logs whenever it fails to open a file, and AndroidBible logs when a network error occurs.

- **Others (2%):** Finally, we observed a few mobile analytics logging statements that focused on the app version or aspects of the users. For example, OneBusAway app logs the region of the user.

Our results show developers choose to log different information with mobile analytics than with traditional logging libraries. A prior study on logging practices in Android apps found half of local logging statements were used for debugging purposes [23]. Similar findings are also reported by recent studies on server application logs [1, 24]. However, the information logged using mobile analytics rarely assists in de-
bugging, as most of the information is collected to understand the behaviour of end users. For example, the information about domain and business events may help developers understand the usage of the features of their application; and information about the user interface events helps understand the habits of users’ interactions with the applications. On the other hand, intuitively, the information that helps in debugging often contains lower-level details. Due to the potential performance and data bandwidth overhead of logging with mobile analytics, developers may choose not to record lower-level information even though it might be useful for debugging. Our results highlight the need for further infrastructure support for field debugging activities through logging in mobile analytics.

IV. Threats to Validity

Internal and construct validity. We used static analysis to detect the logging lines (i.e., calls to the mobile analytics framework). For each project, we manually identified the keywords that were used to detect mobile analytics calls, however, we may have missed log statements that have since been renamed or removed. Moreover, given the static nature of our tool we may have missed some method calls. Nonetheless, the manual analysis we conducted after the data collection did not reveal any omissions. Therefore, we believe our choice of data collection tool did not adversely influence the results.

The different types of information observed in the mobile logs were manually extracted from 300 randomly selected logging statements. To reduce possible biases, each logging line was coded and agreed by two researchers, and the final code book was agreed by all the authors of this paper. We also make our raw data, analysis, and code book available online.

External validity. We studied 57 open-source mobile applications. Larger studies, including both iOS and proprietary mobile software, are needed before we can claim our results are generalizable to the entire population of mobile apps. Nevertheless, we argue our results provide solid initial results on how developers use mobile analytics in their Android apps.

V. Future Work

Our study can be extended in at least two directions.

Characterizing contextual information recorded in the logs. We categorised the logs based on the types of the logged events. Developers can also log contextual information of the events. For example, when the OpenDocument app logs failures to open a file it also records the file type. Such contextual information is presumably of interest to the developers. We propose a qualitative study would help characterise the logged contextual information and also examine the relationships between different types of events and their corresponding contextual information.

Understanding developers’ perceptions on using mobile analytics. We analyzed the source code of Android apps to characterise the use of mobile analytics. However, it is difficult to know the developers’ actual intentions to use mobile analytics versus local logging merely by analyzing the code. Interviews with Android developers may provide a better understanding of when and why developers would choose to log using mobile analytics.

VI. Related Work

Empirical studies have been conducted on the general practices of logging. Yuan et al. [25] conducted the first quantitative empirical study on logging practices, which focused on C and C++ projects. To complement this pioneering study, Chen et al. [24] and Zeng et al. [23] studied the logging practices in Java projects and Android app projects, respectively. To further understand the decisions of logging in practice, a recent qualitative study by Li et al. [21] investigated the benefits and costs of logging by interviewing developers and studying logging-related issue reports. Besides those characteristic studies, research often studied particular aspects in logging, including their evolution and stability [27], [29], data leakage [30], the logging libraries [31], their utilities [21], and logging configurations [32]. Finally, the relationship between software quality, performance, error-handling, and logging practices are also important aspects that are studied in prior research [26], [33], [23], [34]. Prior studies, e.g., study by Zeng et al. [23], do not consider logging practices where the information is recorded and transmitted to a centralised, remote, system using mobile analytics.

Mobile analytics tools are widely deployed to monitor software at runtime in the field. They have also been used to identify ways to improve app quality [35] and software testing [36]. Some of the mobile analytics tools focus on monitoring performance of the software [37], [38]. A recent study found mobile analytics are often used poorly and with user-privacy concerns [17].

VII. Conclusion

In this paper, we conducted an empirical study on the use of the most popular mobile analytics framework, i.e., Firebase, to perform logging in 57 open-source Android projects. We observed distinct practices of logging practices with mobile analytics. In particular, logs in mobile analytics are less pervasive and less maintained than traditional, local, logging practices. The most common information being logged using mobile analytics are domain/business events; while almost none of the mobile analytics logs focus on debugging, unlike traditional, local, logs.

Given the popularity of using mobile analytics in both open-source and closed-source apps there is much to gain and learn from investigating how mobile analytics are used in those apps. We plan to further extend the study by a) further studying the contextual information logged for the different types of events, b) understanding developers’ intentions to decide when to use mobile analytics, and c) combining additional qualitative studies together with developer interviews to better characterise the logging practices with mobile analytics.
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